Location: SvH 3157
Time: 10:00 a.m. – 11:30 a.m., Thursday, every other week or as needed
Instructor: Pat Castillo (3131 Sverdrup Hall, pcastillo@ucsd.edu)
Prerequisites: current Earth Sciences BS / MS contiguous student. Department stamp required.

Grading (Letter grade):
- Attendance
- 3 X ~15 minute (AGU style) to ~45 minute presentations on any interesting science topic, but preferably related to thesis project per year
- Copies of the presentations must be submitted
- 2 summaries of SIO wide seminars per quarter

This is a three-quarter required sequence of seminars for the SIO, UCSD contiguous BS / MS Earth Sciences degree program to prepare students for thesis writing and to help students prepare and deliver oral presentations.